We solve the linearized Einstein equations for a specific oscillating mass distribution and discuss the usual counterarguments against the existence of observable gravitational retardations in the "near zone", where d r ≪ 1 (d = oscillation amplitude of the source, r = distance from the source). We show that they do not apply in the region d r ≈ 1, and prove that gravitational forces are retarded in the immediate vicinity of the source. An experiment to measure this retardation is proposed, which could provide the first direct experimental evidence of propagating gravitational fields predicted by General Relativity.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY OF RESULTS
Between the 1940s and the early 1960s, several researchers proposed the possibility of measuring the retardation of gravitational interaction using laboratory experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] . Because of the poor technology at that time and contradictory theoretical predictions about the retardation, interest in the subject declined. No experiments were performed during this period, and after 1962, the topic was never discussed again in the literature. At the 1996 Virgo conference, a new experimental set-up was described for the purpose of testing the retardation of gravitational interaction in the immediate vicinity of a vibrating mass distribution [5] . Discussions following the talk indicated that there is still ambiguity about the existence of such a retardation. In this paper, we will discuss the common arguments which lead to the conclusion that gravitational forces generated by oscillating mass distributions are instantaneous in the near-field. All of these arguments have the weakness that they are not valid at extremely small distances from the oscillating source. We will analyze the gravitational forces in the immediate vicinity of a specific oscillating mass distribution, for which the dominant part of the corresponding linearized Einstein equations can be analytically solved. It shows that there is a possibly detectable retardation of the gravitational forces in the immediate vicinity of the source, which converges to zero with increasing distance. The dominant length scale for the decay of retardation is given by the oscillation amplitude of the mass distribution and can be very small. Experimental verification of this local retardation effect would provide the first direct evidence of propagating solutions of the space-time metric predicted by General Relativity. We propose a laboratory experiment which requires a highly accurate phase measurement to test our result. Given the state of modern technology, this measurement may now be possible.
II. DEFINITION, DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider an idealized experiment in a laboratory environment, consisting of a mass-balanced, mechanical two-body oscillator, which generates disturbances in the space-time metric. The oscillator consists of a point mass m which is connected by way of a spring with negligible mass to a second point mass M ≫ m. The resulting mass-spring system oscillates with eigenfrequency ω about its center of gravity, and does not interact dynamically with additional, external masses. The distance between the masses m and M is assumed to be much larger than the oscillation amplitude d of the smaller mass m. The oscillation amplitude D = m M d of M, which is calculated with classical mechanics, is much smaller than d and leads to negligible time-dependent gravitational effects in the immediate vicinity of m, as will be shown in section II.1. We will mainly consider the time-dependent gravitational forces generated by m, and will thus refer to m as the "source", or the "source mass". Another mechanical oscillator, tuned to resonance to detect these gravitational forces, is placed on the oscillator axis at a distance of order O(d) from m. The purpose of this paper is to show that the gravitational forces generated in this extreme near-field laboratory experiment are retarded, which may be verifiable with modern technology. Due to many objections against experiments of this kind in the past, we will first discuss the common counterarguments.
The occurrence of a measurable retardation in the proposed system may seem problematic for several reasons. One may suspect that the theorem about the non-existence of gravitational dipole radiation is violated by the mass-balanced, mechanical two-body oscillator described above. It states that isolated mechanical systems cannot generate any dipolar gravitational radiation, due to momentum and angular momentum conservation within the system [6] . However, this argument does not contradict the existence of retarded gravitational forces which are strongly localized around the source.
We will refer to the immediate vicinity of m as a region around m with a diameter of order O(d). In section II.1, we will prove that the time-dependent gravitational forces due to the larger mass M can be neglected in the immediate vicinity of the source mass m, although the static field due to M may dominate over the static field generated by m. The mass m, which is by itself not an isolated system, appears locally to be an isolated oscillator. Because the momentum of m is by itself not conserved, m is allowed to radiate gravitationally in its immediate vicinity without contradicting the overall conservation of momentum. At larger distances from the oscillator, the timedependent gravitational forces due to M and m have equal strength, and we will show in section II.3 that their radiative contributions cancel. Hence, there is no contradiction to overall momentum conservation.
Near-field set-ups similar to the proposed one are usually analyzed with the "near zone" limit used in radiation theory, typically defined as a distance range comparable to the wavelength of the radiated signals, which is usually very large. At these large distances from the source, the vibrating mass distribution can be very accurately modelled as a series of multipole coefficients, which neglect all retardation effects within the source. But in the immediate vicinity of the source, i.e. at distances comparable to its vibration amplitude, it is not possible to make this simplification. Instead, one must take local retardation effects into account, even if they disappear at large distances.
Another common objection against the existence of observable retardations in the proposed set-up arises from an electrodynamic analogy. Retarded electromagnetic potentials may result in almost instantaneous electromagnetic fields, due to certain cancellation effects [7] . This phenomenon occurs in the "near zone" introduced above, and is consistent with our results. We will show in section II.3 that the retardation of the gravitational forces decreases continuously to zero with increasing distance from the source, and that in the immediate vicinity of m, the retardation has possibly measurable values.
Our proposed system can be analyzed with the linearized Einstein equations, as will be shown below. Due to the superposition principle, the influences of M and m on the space-time metric are additive and can be discussed separately. We will first determine the changes on the space-time metric that are induced by the source mass m.
] denote the vacuum speed of light. We choose a local Minkowskian coordinate frame {ct, x, y, z}, in which m oscillates about the origin with amplitude d, angular frequency ω, and parallel to the z axis
z denotes the unit vector in the z direction, and z(t) is the location of m at time t. We assume mass m ≈ O(10 ]) as a set of reasonable parameters.
To keep track of order-of-magnitude estimates, we introduce dimensionless variables. We define the dimensionless four-vector (τ, ξ) := 
in which G ≈ 6.67 · 10
] is the universal gravitational constant. The number η µν h, Eq. ( 2) reduces to
if the Hilbert gauge condition is satisfied [8] . ∆ ξ is the Laplace operator in the dimensionless spatial coordinates ξ. Eq. ( 3) is solved by
in which δ is the Dirac-delta distribution and Θ is the Heaviside function. The perturbation parameter of our analysis is the ratio β = 
00 , given by the dimensionless rest energy density
to be a sharply-peaked, smooth function with sup
that Eq. ( 3) can be used. For mathematical convenience, we will replace ρ(τ ′ , ξ ′ ) by a Dirac delta distribution δ (3) , and consequently obtain
Note that the space and time dependent terms on the RHS of Eq. (5) > 1). The δ-integration in ξ 1 and ξ 2 can be readily carried out, yielding
Further reduction is possible using the formula
in which we identify the zeros of the argument in the delta distribution as the roots of θ in the equation
Note that θ(τ, ξ 3 ) is a function of the combination τ − ξ 3 . The derivative of the argument of the delta in Eq. (6) yields 1 − β cos βθ(τ, ξ 3 ) at θ(τ, ξ 3 ). We obtain the exact solution for γ
The contributions of the orders O(1 = β 0 ) and O(β) of γ 00 are identical to the corresponding contributions from γ
00 , but higher orders in β depend on T to determine γ 00 with a relative error of order O(β 2 ). In Eq. ( 8), β is not only a small perturbation parameter, but also a "dimensionless angular frequency". In contrast to β, the arguments βθ(τ, ξ 3 ) of the trigonometric functions need not be small for arbitrary τ or ξ 3 . The components γ 0i and γ ij (where i, j = 1, 2, 3) are of the orders O(β) and O(β 2 ), respectively.
Given the metric g µν = η µν + h µν , where by definition h µν = γ µν − 1 2
η µν γ, we will study the motion of a test mass pointm that is part of a mechanical two-body oscillator. We are only interested in oscillatory solutions with small amplitudes a ≈ d · O(β), which are induced by the oscillations of the spacetime metric. Therefore, we introduce a small parameter λ := ωa c
and require that the dimensionless velocityẋ i , i = 1, 2, 3, ofm, which is scaled with c, is of order O(λ). The action which determines the dynamics of the massm is given by S =mc
where U(x i ) is the dimensionless potential energy due to the spring. For the moment, we assume that the second mass of the pick-up system is "infinitely" larger thanm, and static. The dot denotes the derivative with respect to s, which is an arbitrary monotonic function of time t with dimension of length. We choose s = ct, and subsequently we obtain thatẋ
The trajectory x i (ct) of the test mass m is determined by the Euler-Lagrange equation
where 
with a relative error of the order O(β 2 ), and only involves partial derivatives of γ
00 . This weak-curvature limit is usually referred to as the post-Newtonian approximation, or the Newtonian limit. The pick-up oscillator is typically driven at resonance, but has a finite Q factor. In all realistic systems, the condition λ ≈ O(β 2 ) is satisfied, because the gravitational excitation of the pick-up system is very weak, and Eq. ( 9) can be used.
In the Newtonian limit, times (8) is interpreted as the classical gravitational potential
and it acts on the external mass pointm by a gravitational force that is proportional to the gradient of V , according to Eq. ( 9). The physical meaning of the solution Eq. ( 10) becomes more apparent if one expands the first fraction in a geometric series, and the second fraction in a Fourier series
in which all coefficients c n and d n are of the order O(( 
II.1. GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS OF THE MASS M
In this section, we will discuss the gravitational effects of the mass M, which is the dipolar counterpart of m. Let R be the average distance between M and the point of measurement which lies in the immediate vicinity of m. It follows that R is much larger than d, and also much larger than r. Due to M ≫ m, the oscillation amplitude D = 
2 for the amplitude of the first time-dependent term in Eq. ( 11), which is a factor of ( r R ) 2 smaller than the corresponding term due to m. The amplitude of the first harmonic term due to M has the opposite sign as compared to corresponding term due to m, because M and m oscillate with opposite phases. In addition, the amplitudes of the higher harmonic terms, approximately given by
smaller than the corresponding terms due to m. One can therefore neglect the time-dependent gravitational influences due to M if r R is small, which is the case in the immediate vicinity of m. At larger distances from m, the number r R approaches 1, and all radiative effects cancel, which is required by momentum conservation.
II.2. PHYSICALITY OF THE SOLUTION
Einstein's equations admit unphysical solutions that are meaningless coordinate effects which do not warp space-time. It must therefore be shown that the solution Eq. ( 8) 
whereθ(τ, ξ) is a similar expression as θ(τ, ξ 3 ). The partial derivatives of γ . The Riemann tensor of this limit solution is clearly non-trivial, since static Newtonian gravitational fields are measurable, physical solutions of Eq. ( 3). The curvature components which are non-zero for β = 0 do not vanish for small β > 0, due to continuity. Therefore, the linearized Riemann tensor is non-trivial, and depends on time. Hence, Eq. ( 8) is a physical solution.
II.3. RETARDATION OF GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
It will first be shown that the forces derived from the gravitational potential Eq. ( 10) are not retarded in the region known as the "near zone" in the literature, which is in accordance to [7] . Then, it will be proved that these gravitational forces are retarded in the immediate vicinity of m. We place a small test massm which is part of a resonant mechanical oscillator at position ξ = rẑ on the z axis to detect the gravitational forces generated by the source m. From F (τ,
) it follows that the gravitational force acting onm is
) points along the z axis, whereas the other force components vanish due to symmetry reasons. Eq. ) with respect to r is given by
which follows from
Note that the leading term in F (τ, 
A. GRAVITATIONAL FORCES IN THE "NEAR ZONE"
The spherical region {r = | x|; β ≪ d r ≪ 1} is commonly defined as the "near zone" in the literature. For this region, the approximation θ(τ,
can be used, which is familiar from radiation theory. In addition, we have used the identity ), and to reduce the potential to
The trigonometric functions can be approximated by their Taylor expansions to first order in the variable β of this result can be found in [7] . Historically, this result has convinced the physics community that there exists no region at all where any retardation can be observed. The additional constraint r R ≪ 1 allows the influence of the second mass M to be neglected. As r increases, this condition can not be satisfied, and r R → 1. The complete gravitational potential in the "near zone" limit, which includes the contributions of both m and M is given by
which follows from the discussion in section II.1. The time-dependent part of this solution vanishes in the limit r R → 1, and there remains a static solution which is dominated by the larger mass M. We conclude that our result is consistent with [7] , and that it is in accordance with the conservation of momentum.
B. GRAVITATIONAL FORCES IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE SOURCE
The immediate vicinity of the source is characterized by reason, we will have to explicitly calculate the dominant Fourier components of the lowest harmonics in Eq. ( 13) . To order O(β), we find
The condition β ≪ d r which has defined the "near zone" is also valid for the immediate neighborhood of the oscillating mass point. Therefore, it is still possible to expand the trigonometric functions with respect to β 
for the leading terms of the Taylor series in β r d
. We expand the trigonometric functions in Eq. ( 18) with respect to β θ(τ, 
The expansion of this product to order O(β) gives
Calculation of the Fourier components of the first harmonics to order O(β) results in
where the abbreviation h.h. stands for "higher harmonics". The function Φ (x) is defined by We have only calculated the first harmonic terms of maximal order O(β) in Eq. ( 20), because we assume that the measurement in our proposed experiment is only sensitive to the first harmonics. Using the relationship
which is a generalization of Eq. ( 19), we finally obtain
This result shows that the first harmonic term in the gravitational force of order O(β) can be absorbed into the contribution of order O(1 = β 0 ).
Moreover, it is obvious from Eq. ( 7) that θ(τ, Φ(
) is a function of the combination τ − Φ(
III. EXPERIMENTAL POSSIBILITIES
Eq. ( 11) suggests that a possible test of General Relativity is to experimentally verify the retardation of gravitational forces in the immediate vicinity of an oscillating mass distribution. This would require both the amplitude and phase detection of gravitationally transmitted vibrations. With the previous mathematical model in mind, we propose the following experiment:
A mass m within a mass-balanced apparatus is oscillated with a very stable phase and frequency ω, as described in the mathematical model. If a mechanical resonator with eigenfrequency ω, massm, and quality factor Q is placed at position rẑ, it will be driven into resonance by the first harmonic term in the gravitational force. Given suitably chosen parameters, the amplitude of the sinusoidally vibrating resonator, typically of the order O(10 −9 [m]), can be detected with modern technology [5] .
We propose to measure the retardation of the gravitational force in the following way. Place the mechanical resonator at the location r 1ẑ on the oscillator axis, such that d r 1 ≈ 1. From the observed gravitationally induced sinusoidal vibration, the phase difference ∆φ 1 between the phase of the resonator and the phase of the vibrating source mass can be measured. If the mechanical resonator is placed at another location r 2ẑ on the oscillator axis, a different result ∆φ 2 will be observed. By subtracting ∆φ 1 from ∆φ 2 , all internal influences from the experimental measuring instruments can be eliminated, resulting in the relative phase shift ∆φ 1 − ∆φ 2 . The value of c in Eq. ( 24) can then be calculated from the measured relative phase shift ∆φ 2 −∆φ 1 , which would be the speed of light according to General Relativity. The expected values for the relative phase shift are shown in Fig. 3 .
Since the 1960s, several researchers have detected the amplitudes of gravitationally induced vibrations in laboratory experiments [5, 9, 10, 11] . It may be possible that these experiments can be analyzed in a similar way as the model in this paper, which would provide information about the magnitude of the retardation, if present. The detection of the retardation of gravitational interaction in laboratory experiments has not been discussed much recently because the usual "near zone" calculations predict instantaneous interactions, as was shown in the previous section. However, this result does not apply in the immediate vicinity of the oscillating source, as was also shown in the previous section. Therefore, we suggest that the experimental detection of retarded gravitational interactions at extremely small distances from the source is a valuable test of General Relativity. It would provide the first direct experimental evidence of propagating gravitational fields. These fields are not related to the gravitational waves of helicity two, which are far more difficult to detect, since they are of order O(β 2 ). Unfortunately, several technical problems must be solved before measurements to test these retardations can be realized. In 1958, Q. Kerns demonstrated an analog electronic circuit capable of measuring 10 −6 degree phase shifts [4] . We have made several modifications to Kerns' original design, and we are currently able to measure 10 −7 degree relative phase shifts [13] . Our goal is the 10
degree phase accuracy required to measure the retardation to 1% [5] . It is not yet known if the phase stability of the mechanical systems used for the experiments can be maintained to this accuracy over the measurement time.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a very accurate solution of the linearized, inhomogenous Einstein equations for a specific oscillating mass distribution. We have shown that according to General Relativity, gravitational forces are retarded in the immediate vicinity of this source. We have proposed to verify this retardation experimentally which would provide the first direct observation of propagating gravitational fields which are predicted by General Relativity. The amplitudes of gravitationally induced vibrations in systems similar to ours have been successfully detected since the 1960s. The observation of the retardation requires a very sensitive phase measurement, which may now be possible given the state of modern technology.
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